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Abstract

The second language problem is the context in which non-native English speakers are required to interact with English-based computer systems. In other papers, we have characterized this setting and proposed methods of supporting such users. The present paper details several tools that we have developed to assist in our work with second language support. A prime consideration in such tool development is to facilitate easy management of alternative language resources. The need for criteria to direct second language support and the role of such tools in helping to evaluate such criteria is detailed here.

1 Introduction

There are extensive populations of computer users for whom English is not a native language. Such users do not interact solely with systems designed for their own mother tongue. More commonly, these users have recourse to some systems designed for a native English speaking audience. Indeed, there is often a preference for such systems over fully localized alternatives (Weir et al, 1996). Indications are that such 'non-native language interaction' has a greater likelihood of problems in usability. In addition to the inherent interactive demands of the computer system, second language comprehension imposes additional overheads and is likely to lead to foibles in interaction that would not affect native English users. Furthermore, attempts to accommodate local languages often create problems that were previously non-existent (Weir & Lepouras, 2001a). We have coined the term 'second language problem' to describe this context and the challenge of supporting non-native English speakers when interacting with English-based computer systems (Lepouras & Weir, 1999).

Based upon our earlier studies, this paper describes several tools that seek to reduce difficulties that arise in the second language context. Two settings are addressed. Firstly, we describe a facility that assists in providing native language support as a supplement to existing interactive features. This complementary support takes the form of 'annotations' and is being prototyped in a Web setting. This facility for dynamically annotating English language information and adding selective native language support is described and we suggest that there is extensive scope for applying such dynamic annotation as a means of interactive support and as a basis for enhanced user comprehension (Weir & Lepouras, 2001b; Lepouras et al, 2002).
Our second toolset addresses a related but distinct situation. A teacher wishes to prepare on-line multiple choice tests for a mixed language audience, based on existing English material. A software tool allows the designer to select features as a basis for multiple choice tests with the added facility that native language (e.g., Arabic or Malay) information can be accommodated. A related tool provides a Web-based look-up facility for checking definitions and word meanings as support for building such on-line second language assistance.

2 Dynamic Annotation Tool

Our dynamic annotation tool is a technique that deploys targeted use of second language information, within the context of normal application use, i.e. adjacent to the English original. This development goes beyond earlier predefined local language supplements within Help files (Weir, Lepouras & Sakelleridis, 1996) to the dynamic generation of second language support for Windows-based applications. A dynamically accessed database of command terminology has been developed for use in a PC environment that allows supplementary Greek terms to be displayed adjacent to their English originals in the context met by the user (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1: Dynamic Greek support for menus**

Our work touches on a variety of languages that differ significantly from English, including: Greek, Arabic, Chinese and Malay. Three of these require font sets that complicate their use in conjunction with English language displays. The Greek case is simpler than Chinese or Arabic, since fonts are available that combine Greek with the Roman characters used in English. Such technical requirements for establishing native language assistance are prefaced by significant decisions on how to deploy such support. Full translation (e.g., to Chinese) may be given as accompaniment to English Web pages, but this entails significant translation overheads and requires advance selection and preparation of content. Targeted dynamic native language support seems preferable, especially if implemented in an Web context that supports free browsing by the end-user.

We have explored two approaches to Web-based native language support. The earlier variety used concurrent frames to supplement English information with predefined local language support. This affords some flexibility in local language support but is limited by the fact that all of the native language support texts must be prepared off-line and added (as frame-based components to Web documents or as associated pop-up definitions) to the original English information. To enhance the application of this support we moved to a 'look up' system that dynamically checks word content of the main English text and derives local language definitions and explanations.

In our preferred approach, the user's Web browser is configured to use the proxy server when accessing external Web pages. The proxy requests an external page on the user's behalf but does not despatch the received data directly to the user's browser. Instead, the proxy server invokes an external program to scan Web page content for specified key words or phrases. Based upon the
successful matches, an annotated version of the Web page is created 'on the fly' and sent to the local user. The proxy server may also cache the annotated Web pages or the original documents.

This technique of native language annotation promises significant benefits for individual users, with customisation available across two dimensions: level of language comprehension and modes of annotation. In the first case, the annotation system determines how much and what variety of second language support to add to the source Web pages. This level of support should be determined as a function of the user's English language ability, and based upon weightings attached to items within the annotation database. In the second case, a user may control the manner in which support is attached to the annotated Web pages. According to user wishes, this may use frame-based supplements in the local language, pop-up second language definitions and explanations, or added Web links to more detailed native language support, including dictionary and thesaurus. Such ‘enhancements’ to information delivery are managed via the proxy-based system that accommodates individual preferences or preset options appropriate for user comprehension level. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.
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3 Tools for Managing Mixed Languages

Several software tools that we have developed for use in second language contexts address the need of the developer in managing native language support. The first of these tools provides an easy interface for recording and checking native language terminology (as used in our dynamic ‘tool tip’ support). A major overhead in creating such support is the need to generate a usable database of corresponding native language terminology. In this instance, we have two software components. The first allows the designer to enter individual English words or phrases, as might be found in Menu items or equivalent English tool tips. A target native language is selected (e.g., Malay) and the user composes or checks equivalent terminology (Figure 3).

An adjunct to this tool enables the terminology annotator to seek explanations of the English terms. This is accomplished via the ‘Mean’ button. When invoked, a search is activated that queries Web dictionary resources for insight on the original term or expression. For example, Figure 4 shows the result of checking the meaning of ‘Paste’.

---

1 We are grateful to Salim Al-Rawas and Hj Md Khairul Amilin Hj Idris, both of Strathclyde University, for their work on these program prototypes.
Our second tool implements a similar approach to the creation of Arabic tool tips in the context of English Web pages. Here, the program goes beyond merely recording terminological equivalents and directly generates native Arabic comments that can accompany the original English texts.

For this application, a configuration file of keywords can be created off-line. In conjunction with a target set of English Web pages, the annotator runs this Arabic language support program. As a result, extra HTML and JavaScript code is added automatically (or interactively) to the source file to generate tool tips in Arabic (Figure 5).
4 Deriving criteria for second language support

The development and application of these tools is directed toward the second language problem. Their application raises further key issues that strike at the heart of second language support. In particular, we note the importance of providing a variety of different forms of language support. One dimension is the manner of presentation, e.g., selecting whether to provide native language supplements as tool tips, popup windows, status messages, or whatever). This addresses the question of how to convey information. A second, and more fundamental, dimension is the selection of message to convey in a specific presentational form. This selection process determines whether a simple translation, a summary, an example, a tutorial or some other purpose is addressed in the message delivery. This addresses the question what to convey to the user. Ultimately, the related issue of where (or when) to provide support rises as the most difficult question. This is the current thrust of our research in this area.
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